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Warm Greetings!
Exciting time is here again! It's time
for Summer Vacation and fun lled
Hey friends! Let us
activities'. Learners are always lled
with great potentials which needs to
enjoy and
be acknowledged, tapped and
experience the
channelized in diverse ways. They
following tasks
should be encouraged to enhance
together.
their physical and intellectual
strength by using learner-friendly
means. Summer vacation is the best and fruitful time for learning and nurturing
various skills and concepts. As parents it is the most important and special time for
you to get more involved with your loved ones.
Summer bucket list is for your whole family to explore experience and enjoy in
this summer vacation! Following are the list of tasks to be done by your ward.
Ÿ Take your ward for regular morning and evening walk.
Ÿ Encourage your ward to water the plants at home daily.
Ÿ Narrate your childhood stories to your ward.
Ÿ Have all the meals of the day together and also talk about importance of food.

MY SHAPPY HOUSE!
Draw and colour a house by using the following shapes: square, rectangle, circle
and triangle. Make two objects one will be inside the house and the other will be
outside the house. (Math Notebook)
HAPPY WEEKEND SCENE!
Create a summer scene which should include the objects initiating with letters- s,
a, t, i, p also write the initials of those objects in your scene. (EVS Notebook)

'at' FAMILY!
Write 'at' family words 5 times each- Rat, Bat, Hat, Mat, Fat and Cat. Draw
different size (big and small) pictures of 'at' family words- Rat, Bat, Hat & Cat in
your English notebook.
HAPPY MEAL!

"ट"

टमाटर- Prepare a tomato sandwich with the help of your parents. Click the

pictures and paste it in your Hindi Notebook.
SPOT THE SHAPES!
Observe yourself carefully in a mirror try to relate each body part with similar
shapes. Draw any ve body parts with their similar shapes in your EVS notebook.
DABBY PARROT!
Write counting 1 to 60 in Math notebook. Also draw a picture of parrot and dab a
colored lady nger 60 times in the drawn picture to make it colorful.
DEAR DADDY!
Make a paper tie and decorate it for your loving father and gift it to him on his
day (16th June) - "Father's Day"!
MODELING TIME!
Want to be a model? Get ready and wear clothes of summer and rainy seasons. (hat,
raincoat, sunglasses etc.) Get your photos clicked by your parents and paste them
in your EVS notebook.
ART ATTACK!
Draw a summer fruit basket using all the fruits of summer season (Art le).
PRACTICE TIME!
Ÿ HINDI- Write अ

से अः, o.kZ- u] y] t] V one page each and 5 lines of each word-

जल , नल नट, लट in Hindi notebook.
Ÿ ENGLISH- Write small letters- s, a, t, i, p one page each in your English

notebook.

